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PROPOSITIONS

1. Non-European ideas and thoughts do matter as part of “the common ideological heritage of
mankind.”

2. Analyzing everyday cultural practices such as anime is a way of doing philosophy, and it
should be a valid intellectual, social and political intervention.

3. The work of Antonio Gramsci and Tosaka Jun remains valuable in studying everyday life
and its social, political and philosophical implications today. In this vein, anime is an
intellectual product and the experts in anime industry are intellectuals.
4. Anime constitutes a visual narrative, and studying anime’s political thought should
therefore involve analysis of the ways in which images and sounds work together in
anime’s storytelling.

5. Science fiction and film can generate estrangement and criticism by disclosing the
unfamiliarity of the familiar to us, and invite us to see our familiar reality critically.

6. Science fiction anime engages in two kinds of philosophical exercises: illustration and
innovation. That is, anime illustrates existing philosophical ideas in tangible ways; and
creates original, novel arguments through thought experiments.

7. Imagination, in particular utopian and science fiction imagination, matters to political
thinking and political thought.

8. Emancipation is a contested concept, and should not be limited by the definitions of the past.

9. Anime constitutes a visual narrative, and studying the political thought of an animated film
such as Appleseed as a thought experiment can therefore involve the reassessment of
philosophical arguments proposed by philosophers such as Nicholas Ager.
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